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Scalefour North 2014

Scalefour North
provides a unique opportunity for like-minded model railway enthusiasts to meet, talk, exchange ideas or information, and generate
new friendships or revive old ones. To encourage dialogue between visitors and exhibitors, we don’t place barriers in front of the
layouts, so please feel free to ask advice from the exhibitors: this is what the show is all about. Over the years, many new and
innovative ideas which have advanced the art of finescale modelling have emanated from the members of the Scalefour Society.
We believe that Scalefour North provides the ideal showcase to present these new developments, and we hope that all visitors will
be inspired by what they see over the weekend. We have also enjoyed tremendous support from the specialist model railway trade
over the years and are grateful to all those traders who come back year after year.

And Everyone is Welcome
While the exhibition is organised primarily for Scalefour Society members, we always warmly welcome the many non-members
who visit the show each year, whatever their scale or interest. Do chat to us about what we do. If you are sufficiently impressed
or intrigued by the Scalefour standards, then you can join the Scalefour Society here and now -  in which case your admission fee
is reduced. The membership desk is near the entrance and our Membership Secretary, Danny Cockling, will explain all.

No Mistaken Identities
Some of us have problems remembering our own names, let alone those of others. If you would like to remind other visitors of
your identity then name badges can be created at the Scalefour Society stand. For that professional touch, email your details to
badge4scale4north@scalefour.org at least one week before the show and your badge will be available for collection at the show.

The Best Layout in the Show
The Clive Walton-Evans trophy is awarded each year to the most popular layout in the show as judged by our visitors. Please
complete your voting slip and place it in the ballot box before leaving. The award will take place on Sunday afternoon at 15.00.

Moreover . . .
In addition to the layouts, we have:

● A range of demonstrations, where we hope you will ask questions and learn new modelling techniques.
● The leading 4mm finescale specialist traders.
● The Society’s Bring and Buy stall where there is bound to be something of interest. Our special thanks

go to members of the Manchester Area Group for running the Bring and Buy stall.

We hope that you enjoy the show

Comments, questions or observations? Please let us know at scalefournorth@scalefour.org

Queen Elizabeth Grammar School
154 Northgate, Wakefield WF1 3QX

Saturday 12th April 10.00 to 17.00
Sunday   13th April 10.00 to 16.00

Members £5.00 Non-members £6.00
Tickets valid both days   Partners Free

Your Society - At Your Service
As usual, the Scalefour Society stand will be in attendance with Danny Cockling
and friends ready and willing to welcome new members, assist existing ones or
simply chat about the hobby. A range of publications and ongoing projects will be
on display, so remember to stop by and see what the latest developments are.

Deputy Chairman Paul Willis will be on hand to explain the Standard Gauge Workbench.
This is an initiative to build a small layout where the scenic section does not exceed
the dimension of the UK Standard Gauge (4’ 8.5”) in length. Several members have
already been inspired to start building and Paul will be showing his ideas, and
encouraging and advising those taking part. Why not have a go?

Over on the Society Helpdesk, Chairman John Chambers and Secretary Mike Ainsworth will be available to answer your questions
and try to help with whatever modelling problems you may care to bring along. If you have a particular project that has stalled
or needs some inspiration to make progress then feel free to see if the experts can
help. There’s no guarantee, of course, but the Society is a huge pool of knowledge
and expertise available for you to tap into.

Last, but by no means least, Jeremy Suter will once again be behind the Stores
counter, ready to fill up your shopping bags with all the goodies that you need for
the new modelling season. Avoid paying postage for those heavy or bulky items,
or simply stock up with the essentials. The Society's new CD publication about
railway structural engineering will be on sale, so grab your copy now!

The Scalefour North Team
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Preparing Artwork for Laser Cutting                    Tim Horn
Laser cutters are now accessible to many modellers and their use
has the potential to avoid hours of tedious and repetitive work.
However, as with any computer-controlled tool, the end result is only
as good as the input provided. Tim will demonstrate how he achieves
stunning results when modelling brick build buildings and the
techniques can easily be applied to many other types of model.

Modelling the Permanent Way                    Howard Bolton
At Scalefour North last year, Howard showed how he models point
rodding and interlocking. Interest his exquisite trackwork was just as

high and, by popular demand, he has agreed to return this year and
explain how he goes about creating models of permanent way formations.

Hands-on Weathering                                 Tim Shackleton
Weathering models is now recognised as a distinct branch of the
hobby. However, many modellers are apprehensive at the
prospect of spoiling a factory finish. Using his extensive
experience of weathering techniques, Tim will encourage visitors
to have a go with their own items of rolling stock. Bring along
one of your models and learn from a master of the art!

Rolling Stock Construction     Dave Bywater & Geoff Allen
Cleveland MRC are involved in an ambitious project to build a P4 model
of the famous Skinningrove Zig-Zag railway for the Cleveland
Ironstone Mining Museum. Dave and Geoff will demonstrate the
construction of rolling stock to be used on this model based on research
into the history and operation of the prototype.

Historic Locomotive Building                         Jim Summers
As one of the Burntisland team, Jim knows a thing or two about
the modelling of historic locomotives from the 1880s. He will be
sharing some of his techniques for researching and constructing
models of locomotives from this era.

Modelling with Machine Tools        Vincent Worthington &
                                                                           Mick Moore
P4 modelling is often described as the preserve of model
engineers in 4mm scale. Whilst this is an exaggeration, and many
members are very successful without recourse to heavy
engineering, no-one can deny that using machine tools is simply
good fun! Mick and Vincent will show how they produce useful
jigs and other modelling aids using their lathe and milling machine.

DEMONSTRATIONS

VISITING SOCIETIES
1903 NER Electric Autocar Trust
The North Eastern Railway’s 1903 built autocar was the world’s
first non-steam powered railcar and a pioneer of diesel-electric
traction. The autocar is now being restored on the Embsay &
Bolton Abbey Railway and is planned to be operational during
2014. The Trust also owns an unpowered autocoach. These two
vehicles will form a unique Edwardian ‘DMU’ which will be used
both for off peak services and for educational purposes. For news,
memberships and details about volunteering, come and talk to
us. You can find us via www.electricautocar.co.uk.

Diesel and Electric Modellers United
Formed in 1998, DEMU is the essential Society for anyone who
is interested in accurate modelling of the diesel and electric
railway scene. Members of the Society will be on hand to explain
the benefits of membership and you can be sure of seeing some
high quality modelling on the stand. You can find more
information about us at www.demu.org.uk.

The Historical Model Railway Society
HMRS is the society for all interested in modelling or researching
the history of railways in Britain. Located at the Midland Railway
Centre’s Swanwick Junction site near Butterley in Derbyshire,
our Museum and Study Centre houses the society’s archive,
library, photographic and drawings collections. You can take
immediate advantage of HMRS membership today by joining the
society at our stand. This will give you members’ discount on
HMRS Pressfix and Methfix transfers, limited edition HMRS model
parts and all current HMRS books and publications. If you don’t
join today, you can still join at www.hmrs.org.uk.

The Lancashire & Yorkshire Railway Society
The Lancashire & Yorkshire Railway Society has supported and
provided information for modellers for 60 years. We can help
you with information, so you can build your dream layout. Our
colour “magazine” contains articles about modelling, and our
historical journal LYR Focus contains a wealth of information
about the railway.  Some suppliers produce kits and bits
exclusively for our membership, but the Society is willing to
work with all manufacturers and attempts to obtain discounts

for members on kits and publications, thereby adding value
to membership. You can contact us via www.lyrs.org.uk or
visit our stand at the show.

The LNER Society
Founded in 1965, the LNER Society is one of the UK’s senior line
societies with the aim of promoting the study and accurate
modelling of the London & North Eastern Railway, its constituents
and successors. The Society organises two meetings per year,
usually including visits to attractions with an LNER connection,
and works with the National Railway Museum to catalogue
relevant drawings for the Search Engine project. You can find
membership information at www.lnersociety.org.uk.

Missenden Abbey
The well known Missenden Abbey Railway Modelling courses will have
a display at Scalefour North to give those who are contemplating
attending such a course an opportunity to learn more about what
goes on. www.missendenrailwaymodellers.org.uk

Above: This model of Spooner Row signal box shows the stunning
results that Tim Horn achieves by laser cutting MDF.

Above: One of Clecklewyke’s mills is owned by Mr Rice, a spinner of fine
yarns. No resemblance to any real person, surely?
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are extruded foam slabs protected by plywood. Track is Exactoscale Fastrack laid on Woodland Scenics foam underlay fixed with
Johnson’s Klear, as is the ballast. Control is by NCE Powercab and Procab with CT Elektronik DCX75 / SL75 decoders as standard.
Points are worked by Cobalt motors via an NCE Switch-8.

Exceptional thanks are due to John Spencer for the signal box, bridge and generous practical help and advice and to Rod Hall
for the Templot plan.
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Allt-y-Graban Road

Presented by Bernie Baker

ALLT-Y-GRABAN ROAD
represents an

alternative existence for
the bottom end of the
Central Wales Line. The
1964 closure from
Pontardulais to Swansea
Victoria didn’t happen and
a new colliery off an MOD
branch was opened. The
junction ground frame was
upgraded to a ‘modern’
track circuited single-lead
junction complete with a
new signal box. Through
trains to Swansea run with
the available motive
power, otherwise various
small engines cover locals
and goods workings.

This is a first attempt
at a P4 layout and the
opportunity has been
taken to try some unusual
methods. The baseboards

(21’ x 2’)

Brighton Road

Presented by Barry Luck Photo: David Brandreth

BRIGHTON ROAD is a fictitious station in south London. The exact location is somewhat uncertain – but somewhere on the London,
Brighton and South Coast Railway system, which has good connections to other companies’ lines, as well as lines running into

Victoria and London Bridge.
The layout is set around 1912, which provides the opportunity to run stock in both Stroudley livery, and the later Billinton ‘umber

and white’ livery.
Most of the layout and stock is hand-built, either from kits or from scratch, and has so far taken about 15 years to build. There

is still much to be done – fully working signals, plus more scenic detail.
The high level section of the layout is predominantly a passenger line with trains arriving from Victoria on the quadruple track

at the left hand end of the layout, and leaving stage right either to London Bridge, or the south coast. Brighton Road station is
mostly off-scene on the
left.

The lower level
consists of the local goods
yard at the left, and a
marshalling/ exchange
yard to the right. On the
extreme left the tram
track will eventually
continue onto the next
board to a town scene. On
the right, an extension to
the marshalling yard leads
through the brewery
warehouse. This board will
be developed with the rest
of the brewery, and
perhaps a canal basin. In
the centre of the layout is
the timber and builder’s
yard, complete with
monumental mason. The
timber framed cottage is
all that’s left of the
farmland on which the
yard was built.

Brighton Road
(48’3” x 3’)

High level - Black
Low level - Blue
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Gorm. Below it are two mills, Rice’s (Spinners of Fine Yarns) and Everett’s (Shoddy Manufacturers) and a row of mill workers’
cottages. Clinging to the side of the Gill is a branch of the Huddersfield Narrow Canal, climbing to its tunnel through the watershed.

The layout started life as a four-foot long cameo but is now part of a much larger model of the Bradford North Western branch
which is gradually being developed. Apart from the signal box all buildings are scratch-built and are based on West Riding prototypes,

except for the chapel, which has somehow made it from Burford.
Inspiration has come particularly from Halifax North Bridge and the
Marsden/Slaithwaite areas. My aim is to capture the landscape of the
West Riding, the rugged elegance of the LNWR and correct operation,
for which the block instruments, timetable and signalling are essential.

And the name? Clecklewyke was the fictional town in which JB
Priestley set his comedy “When We Are Married”, commemorated by
the inclusion of his business above the station, with a slogan based
on a real advertising poster at Halifax North Bridge.

Clecklewyke
Presented by Ian EverettPhoto: Ian Everett
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Croft Depot

Presented by Duncan Wilcock

CROFT DEPOT is a
simple layout built with

limited finances and
experience, and shows
what can be achieved in a
restricted space. The
layout is based on the real
Croft Depot in County
Durham with some
additional railway
buildings from the North
East of England. The depot
was the terminus of the
1829 Stockton and
Darlington Railway’s Croft
branch and was actually
located in the village of
Hurworth Place (Croft is on
the opposite side of the
River Tees in North
Yorkshire).

Croft is a first attempt
to build a layout and is
very much a ‘test piece’
with a fair number of
lessons learnt along the way. The aim was to build a realistic landscape with a railway line cutting through it at the same time as
being instantly recognisably North Eastern . . . all within a 3 foot by 1 foot box! Rolling stock consists of a mixture of kit and
scratchbuilt wagons with a converted ready-to-run locomotive.

To accommodate more realistic 4 wagon trains, Scalefour North will see the unveiling of a nine inch fiddle yard extension and
the completion of a second locomotive, a much modified Hornby J94.

In lieu of a trackplan, Duncan has supplied this
picture showing the complete extent of the scenic

layout. Such a project would be ideal for the
Standard Gauge Workbench.

Croft Depot
(3’ x 1’)
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CLECKLEWYKE is a small
mill town on an ex-

LNWR branch from
Dewsbury to Bradford. It
is also connected to routes
to Leeds (ex-NER) and
Wakefield (ex-GNR) and so
plays host to a wide
variety of trains. Being
only a secondary line,
however, these are all
fairly prosaic, the most
glamorous being the
Bradford portion of the
Yorkshire Pullman,
comprising just a couple of
Pullman cars pulled by a
scruffy tank loco.

Only the North end of
the station is visible and
the scene is dominated by
the viaduct which crosses
Mill Gill, a side valley of the
main valley of the River

Clecklewyke (20’ x 10’)
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Flintfield
Presented by
Vincent de Bode

Photo: Gerard Tombroek

“FLINTFIELD was built as a one-man-
effort during a relatively short period

of 5 years”, writes Vincent. “I was very
much inspired by Petherick, Laxfield,
Bodmin and Exebridge Quay which I saw
in Den Bosch, Holland in 1987.

I was further motivated by the pride
I felt when (visiting Iain Rice), we put
my first engine, built from a Ricekit, on
his Woolverstone layout and it RAN!

I then wanted to build a layout. I
received a lot of help, inspiration and
encouragement from Dave Doe, a GER
devotee living in Holland. He gave me
the ‘right’ colour, blue of course.

It was  Dave who came up with the
suggestion of using the  trackplan of
the Eye station, altered a bit with a
headshunt.  Being Dutch, I wanted
water on the layout, so I added the
river and that also gave me a reason
to keep the headshunt short!

Some unusual aspects of the
layout are the jigsaw construction and
the seamless backdrop. It also has a kind of cover (made from survival blanket) to keep unwanted light and dust out while operating.
The whole layout fits in two crates, weighing about 75 kilograms including lighting, legs etc. It features some gadgets like the slow
signal bouncers (MRJ 67),  a swimming swan, a waving signalman and a seagull circling.

After some years of exhibiting I altered the normal AJ couplings to be made from 0.2mm steel wire, as described in MRJ 123. These
couplings are less visible and less prone to deformation.
We have been using them for 16 years now.

After the first exhibitions the idea came up to
operate the layout from front and back simultaneously,
(the operator behind the layout standing on the
transport crates so he can look over the backdrop).
This makes it possible to have two engines shunting
at the same time. Not prototypical, of course, but good
for the show.”

Flintfield (17’ x 4’ including fiddleyard)

Photo: Bob Hetherington

Garrigill

Presented by Bob Hetherington

GARRIGILL is the site of an
imaginary junction station of the

Stockton & Darlington Railway
connecting two railways that were
proposed but never built: the Wear
Valley Extension Railway, and the
Cumberland and Cleveland Junction
Railway, which would then continue
on to join the Alston branch of the
North Eastern Railway. The
advantage of this is that, while most
of the stock is S&DR, some stock
from Lord Carlisle’s Brampton
railway can legitimately be included.

The layout is  set in the late 1860s,
after the S&DR had been taken over
by the North Eastern Railway but while
it was operating as a separate entity
run by a committee.

Garrigill is a small moorland village
and the station would have been well
away from it, as often happened on
such lines at that time. The area in
which it is set is mainly involved in hill

farming and, in the nineteenth century, lead mining and so there would have been a requirement for the supply of coal, lime, pit props and
general goods. It features a single platform station, goods shed, coal drops and a locomotive depot with engine shed and turntable.

All locomotives are scratch built, mostly from original drawings, with the exception of a “High Level” Black Hawthorn. Carriages
are from etched kits, produced from the works drawings held by the National Railway Museum and etched by Bill Bedford. The P5
mineral wagons and chauldrons are built from kits from John Elliott’s Chilton Iron Works, unfortunately no longer available. Other
goods vehicles are mainly scratch built. Look out for an early Cowan & Sheldon’s hand operated mobile crane and under-runner. A
drawing of this crane featured in the journal of the North Eastern Railway Association a few years ago.

Garrigill (16’ x 3’ plus fiddleyards) Photo: Bob Hetherington
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IN 1867 the Great Eastern Railway opened a 35 mile cross country route from Colchester in Essex to Stowmarket in Suffolk. The
purpose was twofold - to serve the mainly agricultural community and villages en route, and to provide a direct route from the

Colchester main line to Stowmarket and thence to Norwich, avoiding Ipswich.
Shortly afterwards, a ten mile branch was opened from a point just north of Stoke-by-Nayland to Sudbury. Initially trains ran

between Colchester and Norwich, via
Stowmarket and also from Colchester
to Sudbury. However traffic on the
branch was sparse and after WWII the
few Sudbury trains terminated at
Stoke. Initially these were push-pull
trains but subsequently were replaced
by diesel units and railbuses.

The line was never as successful
as was hoped and lived a quiet
existence for 100 years until closure
in 1967, following the Beeching report.
It did however prove to be a useful
avoiding line, taking pressure of the
Colchester to Norwich mainline at
busy times. Stoke-by-Nayland station
was kept busy by the presence of a
granary and a dairy.

In reality none of this happened,
Stoke-by-Nayland remains a pretty
village of some 700 inhabitants in the
heart of Constable country but never
had the pleasure of being served by
the railway.

KIRKCLIFFE COKING PLANT is an attempt to create part of a model of a coal by-products plant. Memories of passing the Coalite plant
near the M1 at Bolsover, with it's distinctive aroma, and seeing coke hoppers at Brookhouse Colliery are still fresh even today.  This

is a recreation in model form of those memories.
Coke is a smokeless solid fuel made by heating coal in the absence of air, so that the gases and liquids are driven off.  After about

13-15 hours of heating, the white to yellow hot fuel is pushed out of the oven into a special wagon and sprayed with water to cool it down
and stop combustion.  Conveyors then take it to loading bunkers for loading into railway wagons and transport by rail.  This final part is
what you see today.

Kirkcliffe is based on the Smithywood Coking plant near Sheffield and was built for the DEMU/Scalefour challenge to produce a diesel
era layout.  The period is from the mid 1960s to early
80s. The line is the remains of the South Yorkshire
Railway (later Great Central) line from Meadow Hall.
Coal is brought in by conveyor and ropeway from an
adjacent colliery.  A steam shunter works the yard,
assisted by a diesel, moving wagons from the screens
to the weighbridge.  BR trips empties up the branch,
usually headed by class 20s, and takes out the loaded
trains for places like Sheffield and Scunthorpe.
Wagons are predominantly 3H coke hoppers,
Airfix/Dapol 21 ton hoppers and 16 ton minerals.
Trackwork is P4 Track Company and Colin Craig.
Buildings are constructed from Slaters Plastikard.
Baseboards are ply and block frames with balsa tops.
Since it was first shown there has been a major rebuild
and extension, although the actual coke ovens have
still not been included .

A lot has been learnt about the coke industry
since starting this project, but more information
from anyone who visited the location that inspired
the layout would be very welcome.

Kirkcliffe
Coking Plant

Presented by
Michael Prince Photo: Michael Prince

Stoke-by-Nayland

Presented by
Dave HawkinsPhoto: David Brandreth

(20’ x 2’)

Smithywood
Photo: Michael Prince Kirkcliffe Coking Plant (21’ x 2’)

Photo: David Brandreth
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MAIN HALL FLOORPLAN

Trade Stands & Societies
1. Cambrian Models
2. DEMU
3. David Geen (incl. Malcolm Mitchell)
4. Hobby Holidays
5. HMRS
6. Bill Hudson Transport Books
7. RMLectronics
8. North Eastern Kits
9. High Level Kits
10. LNER Society
11. Brassmasters
12. Coopercraft
13. Alan Gibson Workshop
14. Eileen’s Emporium
15. C&L Finescale (incl. Carrs &

Exactoscale)
16. Mousa Models
17. London Road Models
18. Rumney Models

19. Shawplan
20. Coastal DCC
21. Penbits Model Railways
22. Dave Bradwell
23. Wizard Models
24. Comet Models
25. NER Autocar Trust
26. Elmet Images
27. ACC+ESS Protocab
28. Judith Edge Kits
29. AMBIS Engineering
30. Parkside Dundas
31. Missenden Abbey
32. Mike Thorp Photographs
33. RT Models

Layouts
A. Kirkcliffe Coking Plant
B. Brighton Road
C. Clecklewyke

D. Stoke-by-Nayland
E. Flintfield
F. Garrigill
G. Croft Depot
H. Allt-y-Graban Road

Demonstrations
J. Laser Cutting
K. Building Trackwork
L. Historic Locomotive Building
M. Modelling with Machine Tools
N. Hands-on Weathering
O. Rolling Stock Construction

Scalefour Society
P. Standard Gauge Workbench
Q. Scalefour Society Stand & Helpdesk
R. Scalefour Stores
S. Bring & Buy Stand

REFRESHMENTS
A range of hot and cold food and drinks will be

available at Scalefour North on both days. The
catering will be found in the school assembly hall
adjacent to the main show hall. Plenty of seating
will be available, so feel free to relax and recuperate,
meet up with friends for a chat or simply take a bit
of time out to check on your shopping list.

All Scalefour North catering is provided by the
Crocodile Sisters - delivering the best snap around!

Photo: Gerard TombroekPhoto: Steve Taylor
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TRAVELLING TO SCALEFOUR NORTH
BY car, we recommend approaching

Wakefield from the M1 Junction 41
following the A650 signposted
Wakefield/Morley. Go straight through the
next two roundabouts and at the third
roundabout take the third exit onto the A61.
Keep in the left hand lane to stay on the A61
at the following Y-junction. The Queen
Elizabeth Grammar School entrance is then
about a quarter of a mile further on, on the
left. A more detailed route can be found on
Google maps.

Those who enjoy the spectacle of Wake-
field city centre can also leave the M1 at
Junctions 39 or 40 and take a more scenic
route to arrive at the show. The postcode for
your satnav is WF1 3QX.

Enter the school through the main en-
trance and drive though to the main car park
at the rear of the buildings. The sports hall is
then on your left. There is plenty of parking
space, but please follow the directions of any
stewards on duty. A limited number of spaces
for disabled visitors will be available directly
in front of the hall.

Since the school entrance is only suitable
for a single lane of traffic, please exit the school
premises by following the road downhill form
the carpark onto College Grove Road. If head-
ing back to the M1 J41 then turn left to rejoin
the A61 via Westfield Road. To head towards
the city centre then turn right and rejoin the
A61 via Albion Street. A more detailed map of
the Grammar School area is given below.

For those who prefer to travel by rail, Cross Country Trains operate hourly through services to Wakefield Westgate from the
South West, Birmingham, Derby and Sheffield and also from Edinburgh, Newcastle and York. East Coast Trains operate from

London Kings Cross, Peterborough, Doncaster and Leeds. Local services operate to Wakefield Westgate and Kirkgate stations. Good
bargains are to be had, especially if you book well in advance.

It is quite practical to walk from the stations and will take around 15 – 20 minutes. Walking to Scalefour North from
Wakefield Westgate station is easily accomplished in under 20 minutes by following Mulberry Way, Bell Street, Bond Street and
Wentworth Terrace to emerge opposite the Grammar School. Directions can be found on Google maps, however, it’s not clear if
these take account of the recent upgrade to Westgate station.

Those visitors who would prefer to preserve their energies for the show are advised to catch the Wakefield Free City bus from
either Kirkgate or Westgate station to Wakefield bus station. From the bus station, service 110 passes Queen Elizabeth Grammar
school on Northgate.

Visitors with disabilities will find that the Scalefour North venue is very
friendly. Access to the main hall is on the level, and there is an access

ramp to the left side of the assembly hall. Disabled parking spaces will be
available immediately outside the assembly hall and toilet facilities are
available in both halls. Please note that there will be cable protector ramps on
the floor in the main hall.

Anyone requiring assistance should contact one of the stewards, a number
of whom will be found at the ticket desk or patrolling the main hall.

Above: West Riding atmosphere at Clecklewyke.
Photo by Ian Everett.

Right: The Grammar School grounds contain ample
parking space. Due to narrow access, please enter
from Northgate and exit on to College Grove Road.

Scalefour North will be held in
Queen Elizabeth Grammar School,
about 10 minutes drive from
junction 41 of the M1, or within
easy reach of Wakefield city centre.
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ACC+ESS PROTOCAB       Stand 27
Glenrhu, Bowermadden, Caithness KW1 4TW
www.protocab.com       07831 231164
Battery-powered remote control systems

ALAN GIBSON (WORKSHOP)      Stand 13
P.O. Box 597, Oldham OL1 9FQ
www.alangibsonworkshop.com    0161 678 1607
Wheels, etched kits and components

AMBIS ENGINEERING       Stand 23
The Old House, 80 Westgate St., Shouldham, Norfolk PE33 0BH
www.ambisengineering.co.uk
Etched kits and components

BILL HUDSON TRANSPORT BOOKS    Stand 6
The Peak Rail Shop, Matlock Station, Matlock, Derbyshire DE4 3NA
www.billhudsontransportbooks.co.uk  01629 580797
New and second-hand books

BRASSMASTERS SCALE MODELS     Stand 11
P.O. Box 1137, Sutton Coldfield, West Midlands B76 1FU
www.brassmasters.co.uk
Locomotive & EasyChas kits, detailing components

C&L FINESCALE (including CARRS and EXACTOSCALE) 15
Aran Lodge, Severn Road, Hallen, Bristol BS10 7RZ
www.finescale.org.uk      01179 505 470
Trackwork and soldering supplies

CAMBRIAN MODELS        Stand 1
10 Long Road, Tydd Gote, Wisbech PE13 5RB
www.cambrianmodels.co.uk    01945 420511
Plastic wagon kits and components

COASTAL DCC         Stand 20
71 Alan Road, Ipswich, Suffolk IP3 8EY
www.coastaldcc.co.uk      01473 403764
DCC control systems and decoders

COMET MODELS         Stand 24
‘Charnwood’, Firs Road, Ross on Wye, Herefordshire HR9 5BH
www.cometmodels.co.uk     05602 602118
Locomotive and rolling stock kits, motors and components

COOPERCRAFT         Stand 12
Broom Lane, Oake, Taunton TA4 1BE
www.cooper-craft.co.uk     01823 461961
Etched and plastic rolling stock kits

DAVE BRADWELL        Stand 22
South Muirnich Cottage, Gorthleck, Inverness IV2 6YP
www.davebradwell.co.uk     01456 486377
Etched locomotive and rolling stock kits

DAVID GEEN KITS (including MALCOLM MITCHELL)  3
30 Silverwood Close, Dale Park, Hartlepool TS27 3QF
www.davidgeen.co.uk      01429 269600
Locomotive and rolling stock kits

EILEEN’S EMPORIUM       Stand 14
Unit 19.12 Highnam Business Centre, Newent Road, Glos. GL2 8DN
www.eileensemporium.com    01531 828009
Tools, painting and scratchbuilding supplies

ELMET IMAGES         Stand 26
c/o Bolton Abbey Station, Bolton Abbey, Skipton, N Yorks.  BD23 6AF
www.elmetimages.co.uk
Scenic modelling supplies

HIGH LEVEL MODELS       Stand 9
14 Tudor Road, Chester-le-Street, County Durham DH3 3RY
www.highlevelkits.co.uk     0191 388 2112
Locomotive kits and drivetrain solutions

HOBBY HOLIDAYS        Stand 4
The Spinney, Low Street, Beckingham, Doncaster, S Yorks.  DN10 4PW
www.hobbyholidays.co.uk     01427 848979
Tools, paint and scratchbuilding supplies. Modelling courses.

JUDITH EDGE KITS        Stand 28
5 Chapel Lane, Carlton, Barnsley, S Yorks. S71 3LE
http://bit.ly/1f1h2YJ      01226 722309
Etched locomotive kits

LONDON ROAD MODELS       Stand 17
P.O. Box 643, Watford, Herts. WD24 5JZ
www.londonroadmodels.co.uk
Etched locomotive and rolling stock kits

MIKE THORP (PHOTOGRAPHS)     Stand 32
New House Cottage. Provender Lane, Norton, Faversham, Kent
ME13 0ST        01795 520169
Extensive selection of railway photographs

MOUSA MODELS         Stand 16
745 High Road, Leytonstone, London E11 4QS
www.mousa.biz       020 8133 7547
Rolling stock kits and components

NORTHEASTERN KITS       Stand 8
23 Ulverston Crescent, Lytham St. Annes, Lancashire FY8 3RZ
CharlesArthurK@aol.com     01253 725143
North Eastern Railway locomotive kits

PARKSIDE DUNDAS        Stand 30
Millie Street, Kirkcaldy, Fife KY1 2NL
www.parksidedundas.co.uk    01592 640896
Plastic wagon kits, components and transfers

PENBITS MODEL RAILWAYS      Stand 21
PO Box 111, Abingdon OX14 4XL
www.penbits.co.uk
Etched locomotive bogie kits

RMLECTRONICS         Stand 7
1 Glebe Gardens, Beeford, E Yorks. YO25 8BF
www.rmlectronics.co.uk
Scenic lighting and accessories

RUMNEY MODELS        Stand 18
c/o Number 4, 4 Sarum Street, Poole, Dorset BH15 1JW
www.rumneymodels.co.uk
Etched rolling stock and chassis kits

SCALEFOUR STORES       Stand R
120 Hayhurst Avenue, Middlewich, Cheshire CW10 0BD
www.scalefour.org/stores/stores.html  01606 835708
Supplies for the discerning modeller

SHAWPLAN         Stand 19
2 Upper Dunstead Road, Langley Mill, Nottingham NG16 4GR
www.shawplan.com      01773 718648
Etched detailing components, Laserglaze, paint & transfers

WIZARD MODELS (including MSE/51L)   Stand 23
P.O. Box 70, Barton upon Humber DN18 5XY
www.wizardmodels.co.uk     01652 635885
Rolling stock and signalling kits, components and supplies
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